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Installed Capacity Requirements
and Price Caps: Oil on the
Water, or Fuel on the Fire?
ICAP markets do not inherently inflate generator
revenues, distort prices in a harmful way, or subsidize
existing capacity that is otherwise uneconomic. Rather,
they can be used with energy price caps to provide effective
incentives for system adequacy.
Benjamin F. Hobbs, Javier Iñón, and Steven E. Stoft

P

resident Bush and Vice President Cheney, past and current
chairmen of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC),
and many others insist that price
caps are a terrible idea for electricity markets even in the most dire
circumstances. This opinion is
based on inaccurate comparisons
with the price controls of the 1970s.
At that time, hamburger was pricecontrolled at $0.80/lb and sold at
this price in almost every store at
all times. The Eastern market price
caps that are now questioned by
FERC limit the price of electricity
to the equivalent of $240/lb for
hamburger in 1970. Had President
Nixon set such a price cap on ham-

burger it would have caused no
problems.
Such enormously high caps can
make a difference in electricity
only because the electricity is not
easily stored and the market is
flawed. A well-functioning spot
market for electric energy should
motivate the optimal amount of
investment in generating capacity.
After all, dairy farmers don’t peddle “udder capacity” separately
from milk, and consumers are not
required to buy refinery capacity
to gain the right to purchase gasoline. Sadly, however, electricity
spot markets lack the consumer
responsiveness that Saint Fred
(Schweppe) envisioned as their
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linchpin in his epistle “Power Systems 2000.”1 Such responsiveness
would discipline generator market power and give signals for the
optimal amount, location, and
type of capacity. Spot markets
would then equate the marginal
cost of providing reliable power
with the consumer’s willingness to
pay (WTP) for it.
or many technical and institutional reasons, WTP for reliability is not reflected in price
spikes that occur during times of
capacity shortage. Metering limitations along with consumer and
supplier skepticism about the
value of real-time pricing mean
that the vast majority of consumers
neither face nor respond to spot
prices. Despite FERC pushing independent system operators (ISOs)
to encourage price-responsive
demand and retail load participation in wholesale markets, this
situation will not greatly change
soon. Indeed, restructuring in
some places has actually led to the
cancellation of extant real-time
pricing programs. As a result, the
height of price spikes today
reflects the unwillingness of ISOs
or load-serving entities (LSEs) to
stomach the political fallout of curtailment, rather than the WTP of
the marginal power user. The
present market is simply failing to
provide information on the value
of reliability.
Although this market flaw is
recognized, many still worry that
even very high caps could reduce
generation investment. Perhaps, in
spite of the flaw, all caps should be
avoided because of this danger. We
investigate here whether price
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caps could hinder investment, and
conclude that when done right,
they do not. In particular, we
model markets with three styles of
price capping with caps that range
from $1,000/MWh and below, up
to $12,000/MWh, and find that
with each style of capping, too
little, too much, or just the right
amount of generation capacity can
be summoned by the market. The
three styles are pure price spike
markets, installed capacity (ICAP)

Willingness-to-pay
is not reflected in
price spikes that
occur during
times of capacity
shortage.

markets, and operating reserves
markets.2 In fact, under the ideal
conditions we consider, not only
can each approach induce the
desired total capacity, each can
also induce the optimal mix of
base-load, shoulder, and peaking
plants.
FERC Chairman James Hoecker’s
final opinion on the California situation, issued just six days before
leaving his post, called for California to adopt a capacity market
to avoid “periodic reliability crises with energy price booms
followed by price busts.”3 While
capacity markets have some
shortcomings, they do allow
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much lower price caps, which
then control price spikes and
thereby reduce the fluctuations in
profits to generators. This,
together with capacity revenues,
should help stabilize the stream of
investment and reduce the chance
of another market meltdown. The
good news is that the stability of
lower price caps need not be
accompanied by any attenuation
of investment incentive.
In this article, we focus upon the
combination of low price caps and
ICAP markets. In the PennsylvaniaNew Jersey-Maryland (PJM), New
England, and New York markets,
ISOs have imposed ICAP requirements upon LSEs, together with
relatively modest ($1,000/MWh)
price caps for energy. Either by
providing its own capacity or load
management programs, or buying
credits from generation owners,
each LSE must have sufficient
ICAP credits to cover its peak
demand plus a required reserve.
To its advocates, ICAP has provided dependable revenue for
power developers along with
assurance to regulators and the
public that needed capacity will
“be there.” Like oil on water, it is
argued that ICAP has calmed the
stormy seas of power markets buffeted by changing political and
economic winds.
o its critics, however, ICAP
and its accompanying price
caps are an unnecessary relic of
regulation that provides nothing of
value. ICAP is instead seen as adding fuel to the fire of market instability by defining artificial markets
that give generators additional
opportunities to manipulate prices
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and extract undeserved revenues.
In addition, ICAP systems are also
accused of discouraging innovation and increasing pollution by
keeping uneconomic existing
capacity on life support.4
This article poses several questions concerning ICAP markets
and energy price caps, and offers
some answers based in part upon a
market modeling exercise. These
questions concern whether ICAP
can be an efficient means of ensuring adequacy, or whether it instead
leads to market distortions that
justify its modification or elimination. After introducing our modeling approach, we address each of
these questions in turn.5
1. Does ICAP distort energy
prices and capacity additions?
2. Does ICAP distort capacity
retirement decisions?
3. Is ICAP subject to migration,
so that it cannot ensure adequacy?
4. Is ICAP a fictional product
with no inherent value?
5. Does ICAP magnify market
power problems?
We believe that ICAP markets
together with energy price caps
can provide effective incentives for
system adequacy. Such systems do
not inherently inflate generator
revenues, distort prices in a harmful way (unless load faces realtime prices or maintenance decisions are affected), or subsidize
existing capacity that is otherwise
uneconomic. As actually implemented, however, ICAP markets
have several problems, most of
which can be corrected by altering
market rules and penalties. In the
case of the PJM market, the most
important correctable problem is
July 2001

that of capacity “delisting,” or
migration to neighboring pools
when energy prices are higher
elsewhere. A problem that is more
difficult to correct within a market
that has both ICAP and an energy
price cap is that energy prices will
not reflect system conditions during periods of tight capacity. This
could discourage cost-efficient
measures to reduce loads or
increase generating unit availability at those times. Correcting that

ICAP markets,
together with
energy price caps,
can provide effective
incentives for
system adequacy.

problem would require more fundamental reforms. The alternative
of substituting operating reserves
markets or payments for ICAP is
one widely discussed reform. A
less well-known but nevertheless
promising proposal is to require
LSEs to obtain call options to cover
their forecast peaks.

I. A Simple Model for
Assessing Capacity
Incentive Proposals
The model used here, like most
models of power markets, defines
a price and investment equilibrium among generators in the mar-

ket. The equilibrium sought by the
model is a “long run” equilibrium
in which no generating firm in the
market is losing money, while no
generator considering entering the
market would earn a positive
profit. Profits for a generating firm
equal its revenue from power sales
minus its costs. Revenues are influenced by the presence or absence
of energy price caps, operating
reserves markets, and ICAP credit
markets; in this way, market incentives for providing capacity can
affect entry and exit decisions by
generators.
ur market model is a simple
one that highlights the fundamental differences between
different systems for providing
capacity incentives. Some of the
simplifying assumptions include:
there are just two types of generating plants; the probability of a
given generator being on forced
outage is statistically independent
of the availability of other generators and of the load; a generating
company is risk neutral, and will
build a plant if its revenues exceed
its annualized capital and
expected operating costs; maintenance outages are not considered;
and generators behave competitively (“price takers”) and therefore do not manipulate prices by
withholding capacity. Capital and
operating costs, capacities, and
forced outage rates for baseload
and peaking plants are based on
data for new coal and combustion
turbine facilities, respectively.6
Meanwhile, load distributions are
based on recent load history in
PJM, with a peak load of 48,524
MW and average load of 27,694

O
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MW; demand is assumed to be
unresponsive to price. Our particular assumptions about load distributions and generator cost and
reliability do not affect the general
conclusions of this article and are
only presented for illustration
purposes.7
xpected profits for a generator
are calculated by systematically considering all possible combinations of load levels and generator outages using a method called
probabilistic production costing, a
standard approach to calculating
generator outputs and costs.8 For
instance, if there are 30 baseload
plants (@1,200 MW) and 100 peakers (@150 MW) installed, one possible combination of load and outages that would be considered
would be a load of 42,000 MW
together with 28 of 30 baseload
plants and 90 of 100 peakers available (or 47,100 MW total). As a
result, peakers will be the marginal
power source, and their marginal
cost would be expected to set the
market price, assuming no market
power. If load was instead below
33,600 MW (the available baseload
capacity), price would instead be
determined by the marginal cost of
baseload capacity. On the other
extreme, if load equaled 48,000
MW, there would be a capacity
shortage, and the energy price
would spike upward to a price
cap.9
If it turns out that one type of
generating plant or the other
makes a positive profit (net of a
normal return to capital), then
additional capacity of that type is
added until expected profits fall to
zero. In this manner, the number of
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plants of each type is adjusted
until the equilibrium condition is
met (nonnegative profits for generators in the market, nonpositive
profits for generators outside the
market).10
We have simulated the operation
of three different approaches to
capacity incentives. The first is a
pure “price spike” approach in
which the price cap is high enough
so that energy revenues by themselves are enough to motivate

We have simulated
the operation of
three different
approaches
to capacity
incentives.

capacity additions. Ancillary services, such as spinning reserves or
ICAP, are assumed to provide negligible revenues in this case. In our
system, the model shows that a
price cap of $12,000/MWh would
suffice to achieve a loss-of-load
probability (LOLP) of 1 day in 10
years. Price hits this level a few
hours per year. The exact value of
the required cap depends, of
course, upon the particular generator and load data used.11
The second approach is an idealized ICAP market, in which ICAP
payments are made to generators
in proportion to their capacity, derated by their forced outage rates.
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We assume that no leakage of
ICAP occurs to neighboring systems via delisting during peak
periods. We also presume that use
of ICAP payments rather than
energy price spikes to incent
capacity does not alter maintenance policies or forced outage
rates during peak periods. We
assume that the ICAP system is
accompanied by a relatively tight
cap on energy prices ($1,000/
MWh, as in PJM). Under this cap
and our generator and load
assumptions, ICAP prices will
reach $61,000/MW/year (or $7/
MW/hour) in equilibrium if the
amount of ICAP required in the
market is sufficient to meet a LOLP
of one day in 10 years. In general,
the lower the price cap, the higher
the equilibrium ICAP price must
be.12
he third and final capacity
incentive system we considered is an operating reserves payment system in which the market
operator pays a fixed price per
MW for operating reserves if such
reserves fall below a given target.
Here, with a target of 7.5 percent
operating reserves, a payment of
$1,815/MW/hour for operating
reserves during times of reserves
shortages, together with an energy
price cap of $1,860/MWh, will be
sufficient to ensure a LOLP of one
day per decade. (Of course, in
equilibrium, the price of energy at
such times must exceed the price
of operating reserves by the cost of
running some marginal generating
unit who will be indifferent
between providing reserves and
energy—here, the peaker.)
Reserves and energy prices hit this
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level in 0.35 percent of all hours in
a year, six times as often as energy
prices alone hit the price cap in the
pure price spike and ICAP systems. Unsurprisingly, the cap in
the operating reserves system is
therefore about one-sixth the value
needed in the price spike system
to motivate sufficient capacity
additions.13
learly, the particular
approach selected from the
three will affect the distribution of
energy prices and revenues to generators. What are the implications
of these differences for the efficiency of the market? Will the right
amounts and types of capacity
be added in each case? We now
turn to the five questions we
posed earlier.

C

II. Does ICAP Distort Energy
Prices and Capacity
Entry Decisions?
Let us imagine for the moment
that the ISO can somehow identify
the socially efficient level of LOLP
and capacity reserves. Then an
ICAP system together with a price
cap can be designed to achieve at
least that level (subject to the caveats below about capacity migration
and the effects of peak period
prices on loads and maintenance).
Similarly, given that target LOLP,
caps for the pure price spike and
operating reserves systems can
also be identified to reach that
reliability.
Compared to a price spike market, a combination of an ICAP system and energy price cap moderates price spikes. Generators
receive less revenue from the
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energy spot market, but more from
the ICAP market. Thus, the reduction of energy spot prices does not
eliminate the signal that capacity
additions are needed, which is
instead given by the ICAP market
prices. But does this change in the
distribution of prices affect incentives to construct capacity, and
alter the resulting mix and total
cost?
Given our assumptions, the following conclusion results from the

The particular
approach will
affect the distribution
of energy prices
and revenues to
generators.

modeling exercise. If the ICAP system is designed to yield the same
level of system reliability as the
pure energy price spike system,
then total revenues to each generator, the equilibrium capacity mix,
and the total cost of supply are the
same under the ICAP and pure
price spike market systems. These
results are also the same for the
operating reserves payments
approach. Under the particular
generation and load assumptions
we used, each of the three
approaches results in 30,640 MW
of baseload capacity and 24,870
MW of peaking capacity, which is
the least-cost way of meeting

energy and capacity needs subject
to the LOLP of one day in 10 years.
All generators break even in each
case; revenue lost because of a
tighter energy price cap under
ICAP or the operating reserves
approaches is made up by ICAP or
operating reserves revenues,
respectively.
Therefore, if the ISO identifies a
target level of LOLP and capacity
reserves, then an ICAP system can
be designed to efficiently achieve
that level under our assumptions.
The changes in price distributions
over the year do not distort the
mix of capacity additions in our
model relative to other systems
that attain the same reliability. In
other words, when it comes to
capacity, it’s “pay me now or pay
me later.” However, dampening of
price volatility by the ICAP and
operating reserves systems might
be appreciated by risk-averse producers, their capital providers, and
their consumers.
On the other hand, if the different approaches yield different
levels of reliability—for instance,
if ICAP requirements were set so
that a LOLP of 0.5 days/10 years
resulted, or if energy prices were
tightly capped but no ICAP or
operating reserve revenues were
provided in compensation—then
different revenues and capacity
mixes would indeed occur. The
baseload capacity would be the
same in all cases, but differing
amounts of peaking capacity
would be added. We think that
there is a distinct danger that if
markets are designed to rely only
on energy prices to motivate
capacity additions, then too little
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capacity will be added because of
political pressures to impose tight
price caps well below consumer
WTP to avoid outages. Furthermore, even if the right level of
capacity is added on average in
price spike markets, fluctuations in
capacity levels are likely to be
much larger than in ICAP markets,
resulting in years of very low
prices followed by years of very
high prices, just as has happened
in California.
hese conclusions are robust
with respect to particular cost
and reliability assumptions for
generators. But some of the structural assumptions of the model are
strong ones, and we need to discuss their implications. Our
assumptions concerning the
absence of market power and the
inability to “delist” ICAP and sell
it outside the market are discussed
later in this article. Another
assumption was that generators
only care about expected net revenue; if, instead, generators are riskaverse, then mixes and costs of
generation might change because
ICAP together with price caps will
dampen price volatility and
decrease risk-premiums.
Two other key assumptions
behind these conclusions are (1) no
consumer response to real-time
prices and (2) the tying of ICAP
definitions to actual ability to help
meet load during peak periods.
Because the prices of energy and
operating reserves better reflect
actual operating conditions under
a price spike or operating reserves
payment system, responsive loads
and measures aimed at improving
plant availability during system

peaks will be more attractive
under the latter approaches. For
example, if some customers pay
real-time prices, an operating
reserves system—with its attendant price spikes due to reserves
shortages—will motivate customers to cut back just at those
times when the system is at risk.
This incentive is removed if only
long-term installed capacity is
traded, and its cost buried in an

T
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ramp rates and other operational
characteristics, does not reward
efforts to improve plant availability and flexibility during times of
system peak. In contrast, operating
reserves payments can provide
such an incentive. Efforts to base
ICAP credits on generation capacity availability during peak periods, as has been proposed in PJM,
could lessen this problem. The success of this measure would depend
on the ability of the ISO to predict
peak forced outage rates for different types of units; fans of operating reserves and price spike
approaches argue that it would be
better to reward actual performance during peak rather than
“iron in the ground” multiplied by
an administratively-determined
derating factor.
n sum, whether the energy price
changes caused by ICAP represent economically significant “distortions” depends on the extent to
which (1) load is responsive to
real-time prices and (2) the calculated ICAP differs from on-peak
availability. Additional analysis is
needed to assess the possible significance of these effects, and proposed reforms.15 The reforms just
mentioned will necessarily be
incomplete, because the inherent
nature of a market combining
ICAP and a price cap is to spread
revenues over time that would
otherwise be concentrated during
price spikes. A more thorough
reform summarized later in this
article would involve mandatory
call options and lifting of the
energy price cap; it could provide
incentives that appropriately
reflect operating conditions, while

I
“uplift” on energy prices. Rolling
ICAP charges into demand
charges could be at least a partial
fix, at least to the extent that
demand peaks for individual customers correspond to system
peaks. Another possible fix is to
separate price to load from price to
generation, allowing the former
to exceed the generation price cap
when reserves go to zero, and
refunding the excess revenues as a
reverse price uplift.14
The final structural assumption
concerned generators’ ability to
lower outage rates during peak
periods. Yet paying for installed
capacity only, irrespective of its
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at the same time providing ICAPlike price stability for LSEs and
incentives for capacity construction for generators.

III. Does ICAP Distort
Capacity Retirement
Decisions?
A change in the amount and
timing of revenues from energy,
capacity, ancillary service, and
other markets can alter incentives
for life extension or retirement of
existing plants. In particular,
some of ICAP’s critics have
argued that ICAP markets prolong the life of old, inefficient
plants that would otherwise be
retired because ICAP provides
a stream of revenue that those
facilities would not receive from
just the energy market.16 These
plants also tend to have higher
emission rates, so extension of
their operating lives could worsen
air quality problems.
owever, under our modeling
assumptions, the analysis
shows that there is no such bias
toward existing plants in competitive ICAP markets. Plants that
lose money in a pure price spike
market or operating reserves payment scheme will also lose money
in an ICAP market that results in
the same system reliability. Existing plants that are profitable
under one capacity incentive
approach are profitable under all
of them. The revenues and operating costs are the same for any particular plant, just distributed differently between energy and
capacity payments.
For instance, given our data

H
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assumptions, an existing plant
with a marginal cost of $40/MWh
and an avoidable fixed cost of
more than $78,770 per MW per
year would lose money on average
under either ICAP, a pure price
spike system, or an operating
reserves payment system. If the
avoidable fixed cost is less than
that, it would expect to be profitable in all cases.
On the other side of the market,

exit/entry is also an issue for LSEs.
In particular, complaints have been
made about the fact that a large
fraction of the cost of power for
new LSEs has consisted of capacity
payments, and that these payments have been predominantly
made to owners of existing plants.
Our modeling analysis indicates
that under our assumptions, the
total cost of power to LSEs (including both energy and capacity payments) should not be affected by
the presence of an ICAP market. It
would be useful to test this conclusion empirically by examining
prices in markets with and without
ICAP.

IV. Is ICAP Subject to
Migration, So That It Cannot
Ensure Adequacy?
If two connected markets are
experiencing capacity shortages,
and one of those markets has a
lower price cap than the other,
generators in the former market
will be tempted to instead sell their
output to the latter. But if the generators in the former market are
under ICAP contract, they (theoretically) should not be able to
divert capacity in that manner.
However, a flaw in the PJM ICAP
market is that, depending on market conditions in PJM and neighboring markets, it can be advantageous for PJM ICAP providers to
commit to meet loads outside PJM
even during times of capacity
shortages within PJM. Capacity
can be diverted in this manner by
delisting an ICAP resource with a
two-day notice. If neighboring systems such as the East Central Area
Reliability Coordination Agreement (ECAR) have a higher energy
price cap than PJM or essentially
no cap at all, there will be a temptation to divert capacity when there
are large price differences. The
effect of this can be that PJM generators will be paid twice for their
capacity—once through ICAP payments during most of the year, and
a second time from price spikes in
neighboring systems. The PJM
consumers who pay for ICAP will
not receive the capacity precisely
when it is most needed.
Generators who delist from PJM
are subject to penalties, including
an ICAP deficiency charge and
upward adjustments to the outage
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rate assumed in calculating their
ICAP payment. These incentives
are widely recognized to be insufficient, and changes in the deficiency charge have been proposed
to try to prevent the delisting
problem.17 However, any change
in the penalty will be ad hoc to
some extent, as there is no widely
accepted basis for determining the
“right” penalty. More fundamental changes may be required and
should be considered, such as
increasing the length of notice
required, harmonizing price caps
within a region (as FERC ordered
PJM, New York, and New
England to do on July 26, 2000),
or switching to an operating
reserves system or the mandated
call option system discussed in
the next section.

spontaneously spring up in the
absence of ISO rules.18
Although the value of ICAP
credits to purchasers is related to
noncompliance penalties imposed
by the ISO, the cost of ICAP credits
to suppliers is more ambiguous
and depends on market rules. In
the case of New England, it has
been correctly pointed out that the
true short-run cost of ICAP is no
more than the modest incremental

I

V. Is ICAP a Fictional Product
With No Inherent Value?
If an ICAP requirement
improves system adequacy, it
gives something of value to consumers. ICAP provides this value
if otherwise energy and operating
reserves prices by themselves
would fail to motivate sufficient
construction. Nonetheless, ICAP
credits are indeed an artificial commodity whose demand is created
by ISO rules. Owning an ICAP
credit does not confer the right to
any cash flows independent of the
ICAP market itself; its value to
the owner derives solely from
demonstrating compliance with
ISO regulations and avoiding penalties for noncompliance. Because
credits have no inherent value,
ICAP credit markets would not

30

In PJM, however, supplying
ICAP does have an opportunity
cost. During times when energy
prices are higher elsewhere and
PJM recalls its ICAP, PJM generators have the option to delist from
ICAP and not be subject to recall,
in which case they are then free to
sell the energy in another market.
Thus, PJM generators will require
that ICAP revenues compensate
them for foregone sales opportunities in more profitable markets,
net of any penalties. This opportunity cost will be reflected in ICAP
bids even if there is excess capacity
in PJM.
n contrast to ICAP, an example
of a product with inherent
value is a call option on energy: It
entitles the owner to certain cash
flows or energy when energy
prices exceed the strike price. Proposals have been made to eliminate the ICAP system and instead
require LSEs to obtain call options
(perhaps backed by capacity) sufficient to cover their loads during
peak periods.20 If the seller of such
an option cannot provide the
energy (perhaps because of an outage), then it must pay the right
holder the spot energy price,
which would be subject to a much
higher cap than at present. This
proposal would substitute a product with a value independent of
ISO rules (call options) for a product with no such value (ICAP). The
proposal would provide ICAP-like
incentives for capacity construction along with protection against
price spikes. In addition, as mentioned earlier, the mandatory call
option proposal would prevent the
delisting problem, while providing

expense of maintaining the plant
so that it can produce power.19 This
is because all power plants in New
England could be called to operate
when ISO-New England (ISO-NE)
has insufficient generation, even if
they do not submit bids to the
ICAP market or commit the capacity in the bilateral market. As a
result, there is no opportunity cost
stemming from foregone sales of
capacity outside ISO-NE, because
such commitments are not
allowed. Thus, when capacity is in
excess, as it is now in that region,
ICAP prices should be at or close
to zero (assuming competitive
behavior!).
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appropriate incentives for improving availability on peak. Therefore,
we recommend that the merits of
the mandatory call option proposal be considered by markets
now using or contemplating ICAP.

VI. Does ICAP Magnify
Market Power Problems?
An important objection to an
ICAP requirement is that capacity
markets can be gamed. Yet the
existence of a market for installed
capacity does not inherently lead to
more market power than already
exists. Generally, if power markets
are concentrated, strategic manipulation of price will be attempted in
all markets in which larger firms
participate, including energy,
capacity, transmission, and ancillary services. The presence of ICAP
together with an energy price cap
may simply move market power
around, from the spot energy market to the capacity market.
ut poorly designed rules for
ICAP markets can indeed
magnify market power. This is
indicated by the experience in the
ISOs that have ICAP markets.
Three different pools with different ICAP rules have shown different results, depending on the
design of the market. New
England has seen market power
exercised in the monthly ICAP.
Very high bids had been submitted
for supplying capacity in hopes
that those bids would set the price.
This occurred even though ICAP
was in excess supply and had no
opportunity cost, as it cannot be
delisted and diverted outside the
region. What invited this gaming
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was that the demand for ICAP was
automatically entered into the
auction as a perfectly inelastic
demand curve. Design of ICAP
markets to allow submission of
price-sensitive demand bids (as is
permitted in PJM) could help eliminate this gaming.
On the other hand, it does not
appear that high ICAP prices in
the NYISO result from the exercise
of market power. New York has

defined transmission constrained
submarkets for ICAP, such as one
for the New York City area. In the
summer of 2000, shortages of
capacity meant that ICAP
demands in that area could not be
met, and the result of any auction
in that circumstance, even under
pure competition, is an ICAP price
that hits the cap. In general, however, geographically separated
submarkets will have higher supplier concentrations and more
opportunities for exercising market power. An important question
facing market designers is the
tradeoff between a more accurate
representation of capacity needs

(by defining submarkets based on
transmission constraints), the
greater opportunity that segmented markets present for strategic manipulation, and the added
complexity involved in setting up
inter-regional trading. Modeling
tools are available to address such
questions.21
inally, in PJM there are claims
of market power based on the
illiquidity of the market, concentration of suppliers, and the high
ICAP prices that have recently
been experienced. The PJM Market
Monitoring Unit has concluded,
however, that the opportunity cost
of ICAP is a plausible explanation
of those high prices, as there is a
correlation between PJM’s ICAP
prices and energy prices in neighboring systems.22 Such a correlation is to be expected because PJM
generators (unlike those in ISONE) can commit their capacity to
other markets where they can at
some times get higher energy
prices. Continued monitoring is
necessary, however, because
manipulation may still have
occurred undetected and is possible in the future.

F

VII. Conclusions
Under our assumptions, the
analysis leads to the following conclusions about the three basic
approaches to capacity incentives
(no operating reserve requirements with a very high price cap
during blackouts; operating
reserves requirements with
medium price caps; and ICAP with
reserve requirements and low
price caps). First, any of the
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approaches can in theory motivate
the provision of a targeted level of
system reliability through selection of the appropriate values of
the price cap, operating reserves
payment, and/or ICAP requirement. Consumers pay the same
amount in each of the systems; the
creation of a separate capacity
market should not raise consumer
costs in the long run. Significant
revenues from capacity sales are
not necessarily an indication of
market power, nor are they necessarily “excess.” The long-run cost
of power is approximately the
same as would occur under other
systems if designed to ensure the
same reliability. Second, if alternate market designs give the same
total capacity, the same mix of
capacity results from each. Third,
regulators have a crucial responsibility that should not be ducked: to
set the market parameters that
determine the reliability level in
each of the three approaches.
These parameters include an
energy price cap level (used in all
three approaches), an operating
reserve requirement in the second
system, and ICAP parameters in
the third.
ut theory and experience indicate that reliance on energy
prices alone to motivate sufficient
capacity is economically and politically risky. Appropriate incentives
are provided only if prices during
times of shortage approximate the
value of unserved energy. Yet,
since real-time price signals to consumers are essentially absent at
this time, there is little reason to
believe that this is true. We could
just set the energy price cap equal

B
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to some guess about the value of
unserved energy, as the Australians have done. But as has been
pointed out in these pages before,
there is much more uncertainty
about the worth of reliability than
there is about the right level of
installed reserves.23
For these reasons, we believe
that pouring some ICAP oil on the
troubled waters of power markets
for the next few years can help

improve economic efficiency and
public confidence in the restructuring enterprise. “(I)n this highly
integrated business, where the system requires everyone, and not
just the visionary, to be prudent or
face losing service and paying high
spot prices, enforced customerside planning ahead will be a small
price to pay to avoid a cycle of
boom and bust.”24 If ICAP is not
adopted, then a low price cap with
a high operating reserve requirement would be second best. If, as
we earnestly hope, a large portion
of demand eventually becomes
responsive in real time to market
conditions, and energy prices bet-
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ter reflect consumer valuations of
reliability, then ICAP requirements
can be phased out.25
he potential value of an ICAP
requirement could escape our
grasp, however, if the system is
poorly designed. To be effective,
ICAP systems must minimize
opportunities for generators to
game ICAP auctions (as occurred
in New England) or to divert ICAP
resources to other markets when
prices are higher elsewhere (as
happened in PJM). ICAP systems
should also reward load management efforts (as in PJM) to hasten
the day that most loads respond to
real-time prices. If the portion of
the load that is subject to real-time
price does increase significantly, it
may eventually become desirable
to switch to an operating reserves
market system with a higher
energy price cap so that consumers
can make better consumption decisions during peak periods. Incentives to improve generator availability during peaks would also be
improved under such a system.
Alternatively, proposals for a mandatory call options together with
higher price caps could accomplish the same goals while eliminating the incentive to divert
ICAP resources. j

T
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